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IF YOU’VE ARRIVED AT THIS PAGE, IT MEANS YOU ARE INTERESTED IN HIRING US TO 
DOCUMENT ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT AND INTIMATE DAYS OF YOUR LIFE. THIS IS 

AN INCREDIBLE HONOR THAT WE DON’T TAKE LIGHTLY

We HAVE A LOT TO OFFER, AND we DO THINGS A LITTLE

DIFFERENTLY THAN OTHER PHOTOGRAPHERS. 

we WANT TO MAKE SURE we’re A PERFECT FIT FOR YOUR WEDDING. 

BELOW YOU CAN COMPARE PACKAGES AND READ ABOUT A FEW ADD-ON ITEMS

Pricing Guide

YOUR WEDDING IMAGES ARE A VISUAL INHERITANCE

An inheritance you'll be sharing with your children and their children

Every wedding is different and we have options for every kind. Immediately below you’ll 
see our base options and if you keep scrolling you’ll also see some a-la-cart options. 

Photographer Depends on Whether Michael or Michelle are Available

LIKE IT: $3000

Best package for low key weddings at a 
single location with informal receptions.

LOVE IT: $3500

• A Single Photographer for 8 Hours

• Either Michael or Michelle Capturing 
Memories

• We Deliver roughly 100-200 images per hour 
we’re present with you on your day. 

• Printable High Resolution, Unwatermarked 
JPEG Files (Print Release)

• Personal Website Gallery and Hosting

Best package for a full wedding day at a single 
location, covering the end of getting ready until 
the end of the party.

LOVE IT + :$3850

• A Single Photographer for 8 Hours

• Either Michael or Michelle Capturing 
Memories

• Engagement Session

• We Deliver roughly 100-200 images per hour 
we’re present with you on your day. 

• Printable High Resolution, Unwatermarked 
JPEG Files (Print Release)

• Personal Website Gallery and Hosting

Engagement Sessions are the best way to warm 
up for your time with us before your wedding, 
both for us getting to know each other and 
preparing you for our shooting style so that by 
the time we hit the wedding, its just like picking 
up where we left off and we move smoothly 
through the portrait session of the day

GOTTA HAVE IT : $7000

• Engagement Session

• Michael & Michelle as Your Wedding 
Photographers

• Travel for 1 Photographer included

• 10 Hours Of Wedding Coverage

• Minimum 900 Delivered Images (No Max)

• Printable High Resolution, Unwatermarked 
JPEG Files

• Personal Website Gallery and Hosting 

From Engagement photos to getting in the car at 
the end of your wedding. You won’t miss a 

thing.

10 Hours is perfect for weddings with multiple 
locations and high guest counts

If you’re not local to Wilmington or CO 
Springs/Denver or you guys are getting married 

in another part of the world, the Engagement 
session is able to be substituted for a beautiful 

10x10 Linen Album. And an additional travel fee 
will be added to account for flying both of us to 

your destination.

a la carte

Additional Hour of Coverage to any package - $350

Engagement Session - $750

Engagement sessions are incredibly helpful to prepare for the wedding day. It’s a chance to unlearn how you’ve previously 
had your picture taken and get a full sense of what to expect from me and my approach so it’s not even a thought come 

wedding day.

Bridal Session - $850

For either when you want to feel like super star at the center of attention having an hour and a half dedicated to capturing 
your both traditionally and creatively in the dress you’d otherwise wear only once! Also Includes a 20x30 Canvas to display 
after your ceremony, per the Southern tradition 

☺

Rehearsal Dinner - $350/Hour

Second Shooter - $150/Hour

• 3 hour minimum

• If you’re interested in a second shooter, lets have a 
conversation. I really only typically recommend seconds for 
large and logistically heavy weddings. But there’s a bit more to 
talk about here. Lets chat 

☺

The 1 DAY Turn Around - $800

Receive your full wedding gallery, curated, 
edited and delivered in only 24 hours after your 

wedding

• Great if you want to share your images to social media the 
same week as your wedding

• Turn around time is subject to whether we have a multi-
wedding weekend which can affect turn around by 1-2 days

• Normal turn around for wedding edits is 6-8 weeks depending 
on the season  (busy 10-15 wedding months can sometimes 
have 8-10 week turnarounds)

 

Elopements

Just a couple friends and Family for an Intimate wedding? This might be the perfect fit for you!

Only available Mondays-Thursdays

The Court house: $1500

• 2 Hours of Wedding Coverage

• 200-300 Image Portfolio

• Printable High Resolution, Unwatermarked JPEG Files

• Personal Website Gallery and Hosting

VIEW AN EXAMPLE -  THE COURTHOUSE

The Intimate Wedding: $2000

• 4 Hours of Wedding Coverage

• 300-400 Image Portfolio

• Printable High Resolution, Unwatermarked JPEG Files

• Personal Website Gallery and Hosting

VIEW EXAMPLE -  THE INTIMATE WEDDING

FULL GALLERIES
Here are a few examples of full wedding portfolios delivered to our clients, this is the best 

and most comprehensive way to for you to see what we look for and what we include from 
the candids and the family formals, to the intimate portraits and the wedding details. Just 

click one of the images below to see the corresponding full gallery

Stuart & Theresa

Photographer: Michael

Lana & David

Photographer: Michelle

Sara & Jason Hawaii Wedding

Photographer: Michael

Description of Services

Engagement Session

Engagement sessions are the best place for you to become familiar with our shooting and directing style. Everything I just said 
about portraits on your wedding day applies to these sessions. They are my favorite because we have unrestrained time to 
focus on creating and capturing something beautiful. As much as Michelle and I both love all forms of photography, couples 
are certainly my favorite thing to shoot because the subject is not just you or your partner, its the connection between the two 
of you. 

Our approach

The coverage of your wedding is divided into three categories: Moments, Formals, and Portraits

Moments take up the majority of the day, It's where we’re mainly "behind the scenes" waiting to capture moments before they 
happen, we get around a lot for these and quite often you would think that there was more than one photographer at 
weddings where it was only one of us.

Formals take the least amount of time as they are 
designated in between the ceremony and the "Fun" part of 
the wedding day :) These are important so we do not neglect 
them. We value when appropriate time is given for us to 
capture your family. After all, everyone is together in one 
place, at one time, which is often a once in a lifetime 
event.  These are definitely the photos that will be hanging 
on mom's wall. 

Portraits! Can I call portraits my favorite? It seems unfair 
given how much we love the entire wedding process. But 
portraits are where magic happens. Here we get the 
opportunity to capture your first intimate interactions as 
newlyweds. We are more hands on, giving light direction but 
also leaving room for you to be yourselves. Our goal is to 
 capture the unique essence of your love and emotion. If that 
is something that excites you, we'll be a perfect fit.

Toronto Destination Wedding

TheVibrant.Weddings@gmail.com
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Travel

We’ve been all over the place, 
from Colombia South America, to 
Toronto, Hawaii and Jamaica.

Travel costs only apply with 
locations that require a flight or 
that are over 2 hours away from 
Wilmington NC. Destination 
weddings will be customized 
depending on the specifics of 
your location, however it’s 
generally 2 nights hotel and 
round trip flight.

(examples of this could be $900 
for Coasta Rica or $750 for New 
York City)

Only 1 photographer can travel at 
a time so this applies only to the 
“Love It” and “Like It” Packages

• A Single photographer for 6 Hours 

• Either Michael or Michelle Capturing 
Memories

• We Deliver roughly 100-200 images per hour 
we’re present with you on your day. 

• Printable High Resolution, Unwatermarked 
JPEG Files (Print Release)

• Personal Website Gallery and Hosting

Second Shooter

A second photographer present on your wedding day offers a 
different visual perspective to tell the story of your day. It also helps 
when you need coverage in two places at the same time. This is 
something that gets asked about a lot and 90% of the people who 
ask about it surprisingly don’t need a second shooter. Just ask 
about this and I’m happy to explain in further detail. I work with 
other established professional photographers who's work I've 
approved. 

Terms & Policies

Ordering of prints and other products is done via our online 
shopping cart system. We accept most major credit cards. All 
Images remain the property of Escobar Studios. Prices and 
products are subject to change.

Email mescobarfoto@gmail.com for more details. 
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